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Introduction

When evaluating systems in criticality safety it is important to approximate the answer before any analysis
is performed. There is currently interest in establishing the minimum critical parameters for fissile
actinides. The purpose of this paper is to describe the OB-1 method for estimating the minimum critical
mass for thermal systems based on 1-group calculations and 235U spheres fully reflected by water.

The observation is made that for water moderated, well thermalized systems, the transport and leakage
from the system is dominated by water. Under these conditions two fissile mixtures will have nearly the
same critical volume provided the infinite media multiplication factor (k4) for the two systems is the same.
This observation allows for very simple estimates of critical concentration and mass as a function of the
hydrogen-to-fissile (H/X) moderation ratio by comparison to the known 235U system.

Calculational Method

The infinite media multiplication factor for a system can be estimated for water moderated systems by
equation 1.
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where: ?F / average number of neutrons per fission,
s f

F / fission cross section for fuel,
s a

F / absorption cross section for fuel,
H/X /hydrogen-to-fissile moderation ratio,
s a

H / absorption cross section for hydrogen.

For volume additive aqueous systems the fissile material density is uniquely defined by the H/X ratio as
given in equation 2.
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where: ?F / fuel density in the mixture (gm/cc),
AF / molecular weight of fuel,



?F
0 / theoretical density of fuel (gm/cc),

AH2O / molecular weight of water,
?H2O

0 / theoretical density of water (gm/cc).

For fully enriched uranium-metal/water mixtures the density of uranium in the mixture is accurately
determined by equation 3.
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For relatively dilute systems the first term in the denominator becomes small relative to the second term.
For these systems, equation 3 is adequate for predicting the fuel density for most metal/water mixtures
provided the molecular weight of the fuel is substituted for the molecular weight of 235U in the numerator.

The estimate for the minimum critical mass is performed as follows: 
! given the volume of a critical system and the corresponding k4 for a 235U/water mixture, determine

the H/X which gives the equivalent k4 for the fissile material using equation 1; 
! determine the fissile material density from equation 3; and 
! determine the mass using the initial volume and the estimated fissile material density. 

The estimate can be made for a number of values of k4 and the minimum mass value yields the desired
result.

Calculated Results

The OB-1 method has been applied to fissile actinides using 235U metal/water critical systems as the
basis. The values determined by the method are given in Table 1 and have been compared with reference
values and/or XSDRN calculated values. For well thermalized systems the method gives minimum mass
estimates ~ ± 20% of the reference value.

Two characteristic parameters of interest for thermal fissile systems are K1 and ? as defined in
equation 4.
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The minimum critical concentration may be estimated by setting k4 = 1 in equation 1. The physical
significance of K1 for k4 = 1 is shown in equation 5.
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y ' exp(a%b(ln(x))
where x ' k1(?/?U235

y ' min.crit.mass, g
a ' 13.726996
b ' &1.1038783

(6)
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Using the OB-1  method, the minimum critical mass of 235U is calculated to be 734 g. Since the ENDF/B-
VI calculated value is 800 g, a normalization factor of 1.09 has been applied to the calculated values for
all nuclides. Generally this improves the agreement with values obtained with more accurate methods
(e.g. XSDRN). The XSDRN (ENDF/B-VI) calculated values are shown in Fig. 1, as the open square
symbols. For cases with minimum critical mass less than 1 kg, the (OB-1)/XSDRN ratios vary from 0.873
(245Cm) to 1.102 (241Pu); for 236Pu the XSDRN value is 1.1 kg, compared to 1.48 kg for the OB-1 method
(ratio = 1.34).

The minimum critical mass estimates for fissile nuclides with values of Z between 92 and 99 are given in
Table 1. Also shown in Table 1 are the values of the parameter k1*?/?U235. In Table 1 the nuclides have
been ordered according to 2Z - N where N is the number of neutrons in the compound nucleus, e.g. for
235U: Z = 92 and N = 144, => 2Z - N = 40. Several nuclear correlations with respect to the 2Z - N value
of the compound nucleus are given in the paper by Y. Ronen.1  Correlations related to the fissile nuclides
include the following:

(a) Most of the known fissile nuclides have 2Z - N values of either 40, 42, or 44.
(b) All heavy elements from U to Cf with 2Z - N = 40 are fissile.
(c) Heavy elements from U to Es with 2Z - N = 42 are fissile (with the possible exception of 248Bk).
(d) All heavy elements from U to Cf with 2Z - N = 44 are fissile (with the possible exceptions of

240Am and 246Bk).
(e) Heavy elements with 2Z - N odd include 252Cf, 232U, and 236Pu. They are even-even fissile

nuclides with an odd number of neutrons in the compound nucleus.

Figure 1 shows the minimum mass estimates for the actinides as a function of the parameter K1*?/?U235.
K1FIT (see Fig. 1) is a fit to the OB-1 calculated values, excluding 236Pu and 252Cf. The equation is

This equation can also be used to estimate the minimum critical mass of fissile nuclides.
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Table 1. Fissile Isotopes k1*?/?U235 And Minimum
Critical Mass From OB-1 Calculations (6-12-99)

Z = 92 Z = 93 Z = 94 Z = 95 Z = 96 Z=97 Z = 98 Z = 99

2Z-N U NP PU AM CM BK CF ES

38 PU-243

238.57 a

2337 b

40 U-235 NP-238 PU-241 AM-244 CM-247 BK-250 CF-253

637.47 3643 1573 4583 144.94 2350 7105

800.00 101.30 301.00 84.24 3538 159.40 56.90

41 CF-252

82.31

4757

42 U-233 NP-236 PU-239 AM-242m CM-245 BK-248e CF-251 ES-254

717.67 5478 1027 17360 6849 13749 11875

581.00 68.22 516.00 20.17 47.45 27.55 28.08

43 U-232 c

44 U-231 d NP-234 d PU-237 AM-240e CM-243 BK-246e CF-249

3131 2187 5391

140.70 146.70 62.45

45 PU-236

269.94

1479 

a(k1*?/?U235)
b(min. crit. mass, g)
cFissile nuclide.
dProbably fissile (capture cross-section not available).
eCross-sections not available.




